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its application to activated sludge process
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Abstract. This paper presents a concept of architecture and ontology layouts for the development of multiagent model-based predictive control
systems. The presented architecture provides guidelines to simplify the development of agent-based systems and improve their maintainability.
The proposed multiagent system (MAS) layout is split into multiple subsystems that include agents dedicated to performing assigned tasks.
MAS implementation was prepared which can use provided algorithms and actuators and can react to changes in its environment to reach
the best available control quality. An example of MAS based on the proposed architecture is shown in the application of dissolved oxygen
(DO) concentration control in a laboratory-activated sludge setup with a biological reactor. For that application, MAS incorporates agent-based
controllers from the boundary-based predictive controllers (BBPC) family. Presented experiments prove the flexibility, resilience, and online
reconfiguration ability of the proposed multiagent system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Solutions based on multiagent systems (MAS) consistently gain
popularity in various branches of industry. Adoption of these
types of systems is considered an important part of indus-
trial digital transformation and further development of cyber-
physical systems [1].

Nowadays, research interest in multiagent systems is focused
mostly on its applications to distributed systems, including coop-
erative, consensus, and formation control methods for MAS [2]
that are applicable for purposes like UAVs or high-speed train car
control [3]. Multiagent systems are also actively developed in
areas of balance and fault control of microgrids [4] and human-
computer interfaces [5]. Another area of intensive MAS research
focuses on applications in control, fault detection, or supervi-
sory purposes in industrial processes. Most solutions in this
area of MAS research are dedicated to manufacturing systems
control. One of the first major, industrial, agent-based control
systems was P2000+ – a multiagent system dedicated to bal-
ancing the workload of production machines at the Daimler
Chrysler plant in Stuttgart [6]. In recent years there has been a
noticeable increase in research interest in agent-based solutions
for flexible, reconfigurable manufacturing systems. A message
protocol of inter-agent communication dedicated to facilitating
the reconfiguration of Plug and Produce manufacturing systems
was proposed in [7].

Industrial applications of agent-based systems also gained
recognition in the process control area [8]. A hierarchical, multi-
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controller incremental design framework for multiagent systems
was presented in [9]. This MAS implements various control al-
gorithms as agents whose actions are switched between by the
supervisor agent depending on the operating regime. That solu-
tion was then applied to control room temperature. In [10] au-
thors developed a multiagent distributed model predictive con-
troller in which control was derived through a cooperative game
algorithm with fuzzy negotiations. Other tasks, where MAS
was used to directly control continuous processes include [11]
in which an agent-based system controlled the pressure of recy-
cled gas with the presence of significant disturbances and [12]
where self-organizing MAS was developed to control “black
box” processes, the latter example was tested on prey-predator
problem.

Provided examples suggest that interest in researching MAS
dedicated to direct process control exists; however, these types
of solutions are less common than in other presented areas.
That state is most likely caused by lacking and outdated stan-
dardization [1, 13], the lack of common education on building
agent-based systems [14], and concerns about reliable time per-
formance of the most popular tools for building MAS [15]. On
the other hand, many MAS attributes are proven to be useful in
the process control domain, e.g. reconfigurability [16], ability to
perform social interactions [10, 17], or decision-making using
belief, desires, and intentions. Attempts to create standardized
approaches to MAS implementation are taking place, but these
are still in the initial stages of development [18]. Although sys-
tems built with popular MAS design platforms cannot fulfill
hard real-time constraints, their time performance is sufficient
to control processes with higher time tolerance [19].

One of the process types, where dynamics are slow enough
to allow usage of control systems with larger time variance is
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the control of dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration in activated
sludge process used for municipal wastewater treatment plants
(WWTP). In activated sludge reactors, DO concentration for aer-
obic processes should be kept within the range of 2–3 (mgO2/l)
which is enough to maintain the growth of microorganisms [20].

The problem of DO concentration control in bioreactors has
been the subject of intensive studies over the last decades and
various approaches have been proposed. Predictive control of
DO concentration in a bioreactor with simulative validation
is presented in [21]. A nonlinear model predictive controller
with a hierarchical structure for DO concentration control is
presented in [22]. Another type of predictive control for DO
concentration using a two-level model predictive controller is
proposed in [23]. Boundary-based predictive controller (BBPC)
is proposed in [23]. For that algorithm DO concentration value
is kept between set maximum and minimum values with an
ON-OFF pump, using predictions of future process behavior
based on a dynamical model of a process for varying prediction
horizon.

Although WWTP processes are considered to have large po-
tential regarding the introduction of MAS [14], aside from agent-
based expert systems designed to assist operators in control of
activated sludge process [24] and agent-oriented preliminary
work [25,26], any multiagent control system dedicated more or
less specifically for activated sludge process control and espe-
cially for DO concentration control have not been proposed in
the literature.

This paper introduces a new multiagent control system archi-
tecture that provides the possibility to use the system in multi-
input scenarios and gives the ability to alter MAS configura-
tion during runtime through additions and removals of specific
agents. This new system is then used alongside a control algo-
rithm from the BBPC family in DO concentration control to
verify its usability.

The novelty of this article mainly results from the following
contributions:
1. Application of MAS which uses a dynamical model of DO

concentration, prediction algorithms, and multiagent social
interactions to operate multiple aeration pumps with var-
ious characteristics used to keep process value precisely
within the desired range and proposition of design frame-
work for multiagent systems dedicated to model-based con-
trol algorithms. The novelty of the proposed framework is
expressed in dividing controller operations into simple tasks
that are distributed between multiple agents grouped in sub-
systems, instead of encapsulating control algorithms inside
an individual agent as in [18]. This approach encourages
the reusability of agents and simplifies their development,
which considering the mentioned lack of common education
on building agent-based systems and shortage of specialists
in agent-based development [14], is especially important.

2. Presentation of an evaluation mechanism for agents, which
is used as an indication tool to find agents, whose calculation
results do not match results from real process measurements.

3. Introduction of fault detection algorithm that uses the pro-
vided knowledge about the system to detect malfunctioning
agents.

4. Example of practical implementation of described multia-
gent system with the evaluation mechanism and the fault
detection algorithm included and experimental validation
during aeration of real, laboratory scale setup of activated
sludge process.

5. Design of generic, lightweight ontology schema dedicated to
real-time control of continuous processes and its adoption
to multiagent predictive control system presented in this
article.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 details regard-
ing the application of MAS to DO concentration control are
described. Section 3 contains a detailed description of the de-
veloped MAS architecture. Ontology for agent-based predictive
control is presented in Section 4 and is followed by the descrip-
tion of an example implementation of the prepared architecture
in Section 5. Section 6 presents preliminary simulation results
and is followed by Section 7, which presents experimental ver-
ification results obtained on activated sludge laboratory setup.
Lastly, conclusions, discussion, and authors’ remarks are de-
scribed in Section 8.

2. APPLICATION OF MAS TO DISSOLVED OXYGEN
CONCENTRATION CONTROL

2.1. Definition of control goal

The control goal for the proposed system is to keep the DO con-
centration precisely within the desired range of [SPmin, SPmax].
Control values should be derived by dedicated agents and
supplementary data, e.g. information about model parameters
should be provided by separate agents. For this specific task
of DO concentration control MAS control value calculations
should be based on the BBPC algorithm. Process controlled by
the MAS needs to reach both its lower-value boundary SPmin and
its upper-value boundary SPmax with similar precision. How-
ever, as mentioned in [24], a single input system based on an
ON-OFF pump and BBPC control algorithm is not able to reli-
ably fulfill that requirement. To achieve that, a smaller variable
speed pump was added to create a multi-input control system
as shown in Fig. 1. Similar multiple blower systems composed
of both ON-OFF and variable speed pumps are also used in
large-scale WWTPs [23]. The ON-OFF pump can be turned
ON only for a fixed time during the aeration cycle. Due to this
technical limitation, both pumps operate in 30 (s) aeration cy-
cles. Variable speed pump can work with shorter aeration cycle
times, but due to the slow dynamics of the aeration process,
reduction of aeration cycle time would not provide significant
improvements. Therefore, the authors decided to use identical
aeration cycle times for both pumps. The designed MAS needs
to operate both aeration pumps to reach boundaries as closely
as possible. Additionally, aeration should be mainly performed
by the ON-OFF pump due to its higher efficiency and the vari-
able speed pump should be used only for reduction of remaining
control error. In order to avoid another layer of complexity to
the control problem regarding complex dynamics of airflow, an
assumption is made that both pumps cannot be in the ON state
simultaneously.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of DO concentration control system

2.2. Controlled plant description

The bioreactor used to verify the designed MAS is presented in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Overview of a laboratory setup with activated sludge bioreactor
(on left)

The reactor is part of a continuously operated activated sludge
laboratory setup, which includes a well-mixed fed-batch biore-
actor with constant liquid level, where biological removal of
organic waste is performed. DO is measured with the sampling
time 1 (s) using a Hach Lange SC200 meter with a dissolved
oxygen probe. Biomass inside the bioreactor is fed with sub-
strate transported by the peristaltic pump, substrate flow can be
manipulated to induce changes in process load. During the ex-
periments organic substrate prepared from 6 (g) of peptone per
1000 (ml) of water is fed to the reactor by the 150 (ml/h) peri-
staltic pump. Sensors and most of the actuators are connected

to the NI-9074 CompactRIO controller, variable speed pump
is connected to the separate NI-9074 CompactRIO controller.
The remaining parts of the experimental setup are a desktop PC
that exchanges data with controllers using LabVIEW Network-
Published Variables and publishes variables using the OPC UA
server created with LabVIEW OPC UA Toolkit and another PC
connected through the network where MAS should run:

d𝐷𝑂 (𝑡)
d𝑡

= 𝑘𝐿𝑎(𝑡) (𝐷𝑂sat −𝐷𝑂 (𝑡)) −𝑂𝑈𝑅(𝑡), (1a)

𝑇𝑘𝐿𝑎
d𝑘𝐿𝑎(𝑡)

d𝑡
= −𝑘𝐿𝑎(𝑡) +𝑢air (𝑡 −𝑇0). (1b)

Control algorithms use a dynamical model of DO changes (1),
where 𝑘𝐿𝑎 (𝑡) (1/h) represents the transfer coefficient of oxygen
from air bubbles to liquid, and DOsat is DO saturation level
(mg O2/l). DOsat is considered constant because all the exper-
iments are performed using an indoor reactor where external
conditions, especially temperature can be considered constant
at 20◦C. However, in practice DO saturation level can change de-
pending on, e.g. pressure, air humidity, and primarily water tem-
perature [27]. The oxygen demand of organisms inside the reac-
tor is represented by 𝑂𝑈𝑅(𝑡) (oxygen uptake rate) (mgO2/lh),
this value depends on substrate flow and its changes are the main
source of process disturbances. The first-order plus dead time
model in (1b) contains the following parameters: time constant
𝑇𝑘𝐿𝑎 (h), delay time 𝑇0 (h), and control action represented by
term 𝑢air (𝑡), for ON-OFF pump value of this term is switched
between 0 (OFF mode) and 𝑢𝐴 (ON mode). For aeration with
variable speed pump values of this term depend on the parame-
ters of the running pump. The process is operated with constant
liquid level and under unvarying mixing conditions so values of
parameters 𝑇𝑘𝐿𝑎 and 𝑇0 are considered constant.

3. MULTIAGENT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The concept of the proposed MAS architecture focuses on the
division of the process control task into simpler, independent
sub-tasks assigned to the subsystems. Figure 3 presents a gen-
eral UML component diagram of the architecture of the MAS.
In this diagram, MAS consists of multiple subsystems, each sub-
system has defined interfaces that are used to transfer data over
the system. Every subsystem is a logically separated part of the
system that should realize the assigned task. Tasks that should
be performed by every proposed subsystem are described fur-
ther in this chapter. As presented in the component diagram of
an exemplary subsystem in Fig. 4, subsystems contain software
agents that together realize a task dedicated to their subsystem.
Every agent in the system must be assigned to exactly one sub-
system, the assignment is permanent. Agents communicate with
each other by exchanging messages. Details regarding the meth-
ods of transfer of the messages and detection of the specific
agent that another agent should communicate with are left to
be decided during the implementation phase. In the proposed
architecture, agents that are assigned to the same subsystem can
communicate and form relationships with other agents without
any constraints. Examples of communication and relationships
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Fig. 3. Layout of proposed MAS architecture with information flow

between agents in the subsystem are presented in Fig. 4. Agent 1
needs to communicate with Agent 2 to deliver Output 1, Agent 2
cooperates with Agent 3 to calculate Output 2, Agent M com-
petes with Agent N in “better” production of Output N.

Fig. 4. Subsystem component diagram

On the other hand, communication between agents from dif-
ferent subsystems is limited to the exchange of data specified by
the subsystem ports. Receiving or passing any other type of data
to agents outside the subsystem shall be forbidden.

The presented approach should simplify the development of
MAS and improve its maintainability. Successively splitting
complex tasks into simple, independent sub-tasks during the
design phase facilitates the development of agents dedicated
to performing the sub-task. On the other hand, increasing the

number of agents might complicate system integration and raise
the risk of the occurrence of unexpected emergent behaviors.
A proper distinction of sub-tasks and constraints imposed on
communication between submodules should address this issue
– agents need to be integrated only with other agents within the
same subsystem making this task more manageable. It should
be possible to modify, replace, and in some cases even remove
individual agents inside a subsystem without the need to alter
the logic or procedures of agents inside any other module of
the system. This could reduce the time and costs needed for any
modification of the control system.

In the presented architecture, MAS is divided into six sub-
systems, four of which are directly involved in the calculation
of new control values (CV).
• External communication subsystem – is responsible for re-

ceiving and sending data outside of MAS, e.g. sending
CV directly to the actuator or receiving data from sensors
through some type of network protocol.

• System values subsystem – is dedicated to calculating or
estimating system values based on available process values
and current control. System values and process values are
described in the next section.

• Control values subsystem – contains agents that use available
knowledge about the process to calculate the next control
value. Agents from the subsystem may generate more than
one control value. In such cases, all new CVs are sent as
control offers to the control selection subsystem where the
most suitable CV is selected. This subsystem may contain
a separate group of agents that work as a security layer and
take immediate emergency control over the process when an
emergency occurs.
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• Control selection subsystem – is dedicated to gathering
available control offers and selecting the most suitable CV.
The selected CV is then passed to the external communica-
tion subsystem. In cases where the control values subsystem
generates a single CV, this subsystem can be omitted.

The remaining two subsystems are dedicated to performing
supportive tasks aimed at improving control quality and system
resilience:
• Evaluation subsystem – agents from this module evaluate

performance and assign reputation grades to agents from
the control values subsystem. The purpose of the assign-
ment is to identify agents that, at the specific moment, do
not provide reliable information (e.g. their predictions re-
garding controlled process behavior do not match reality)
and prevent them from taking part in future process control.
As a result, the control quality of the system should improve
over the time. Additionally, the system should be able to
adapt to changing conditions.

• Diagnostics subsystem – its task is to detect faults that oc-
cur inside the MAS. After any fault is detected, diagnostics
subsystem should try to remove the detected issue and or
mitigate negative effects caused by the fault e.g. through
informing the process operator about the incident, perform-
ing self-repair actions on faulty elements, or in case critical
issues turn into safe mode.

4. ONTOLOGY FOR AGENT-BASED MULTIPLE INPUT
PREDICTIVE CONTROL

Modern ontologies usually form large schemas with hundreds of
classes, relations, and thousands of instances. These domains are
used in large services alongside dedicated ontological engines
to precisely describe concepts from broad areas. However, for a
case presented in this article, such a large ontology is not neces-
sary. Systems dedicated to controlling plants in real-time usually
need knowledge from the area limited to the characteristics of
controlled processes, actuators, sensors, and external factors that
may influence the control quality. Based on that, the authors as-
sessed that the usage of available tools for ontology management
would cause unnecessary complexity and decided that the de-
signed ontology should not rely on any available ontology engine
and instead use more lightweight tools to manage the generated
knowledge base. As a result, the authors decided that the main
objective is to design a generic schema with a relatively small
number of classes that do not require a dedicated full-scale ontol-
ogy engine but can describe the used concepts with satisfactory
precision. The layout of the prepared ontology in the form of a
class diagram is presented in Figs. 5 and 6. Dashed lines with a
circle at one end that are presented in Fig. 5, indicate relations in
which one object contains the other’s name. The ontology rep-
resentation is divided into three groups called domains. Each
domain contains classes dedicated to specific purposes.

Fig. 5. Proposed ontology schema
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Fig. 6. Ontology additional types

• Data domain can be considered as a main domain of the
ontology. Classes inside this group represent concepts of
information used by agents to perform their actions. The root
class for most of the concepts in the domain is a class called
Data, which is a generic representation of data and contains
information about its name. In the presented layout this root
class has two descendants, one of which is called Value
and is an abstraction that represents any concept possible to
describe with a single numeric value. The class Value has
three descendants: ProcessValue represents all the values
gathered directly from the process (i.e. sensor readings), and
the SystemValue class describes values that are not gathered
by sensors but derived from ProcessValues through some
type of calculations. The last descendant is the Control class
which is a concept dedicated to describing control values.
For the control system presented in the paper, this class
has additional information about an actuator that will be
used and an agent that prepared the control value. Such an
idea of data and value concepts hierarchy is universal and
can be reused in applications that adopt many other control
systems and algorithms. The Data domain contains also the
ControlOffer class that represents concepts more specific to
the control algorithm described in this article. ControlOffer
instances contain information about the proposed control
value and predicted response of the process when this control
will be applied.

• Actions domain is based on FIPA-ACL agent communica-
tion language with the addition of new concepts and modi-
fication of existing ones. This domain contains classes that
represent interactions between agents with Action as a root
class. CallForOffers, Subscribe, and Request are classes that
describe various stages and methods to gather data by agents.

Using Subscribe to get data results in receiving messages
with specified information periodically. On the other hand,
Request is used to get data only once. The AssociateData
field can be used to pass additional information that will be
used by the receiving agent to deliver requested data. Infor-
mation (i.e. instanced of classes from the data domain) is
exchanged between agents through Provide action. Register
action is used to inform other agents about the presence of
a new agent in the system. Rate action is used by evaluation
agents in the evaluation mechanism and Deny represents a
negative response to agents’ requests.

• Classes in the Dependencies domain are used in the exam-
ple fault detection algorithm and are elaborated in the next
chapter that describes the practical implementation of the
Diagnostics Subsystem.

Information in the form of instances of the presented ontology
concepts is passed between agents in messages. In practical im-
plementation presented in the following chapter messages sent
between agents contain XML nodes which are serialized from
and can be deserialized to Java objects using XML serialization
and deserialization tool called Jackson.

Data, control, and value concepts hierarchy form a universal
core of the prepared ontology that can be reused in other control
systems. Other classes can be modified, added, or removed to
comply with the specific needs of other applications. Addition-
ally, the number of classes used in ontology allows for manual
modifications without the need to use any tools dedicated to
large-scale ontologies.

5. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTIAGENT
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The multiagent system runs on a PC connected through a local
network to the SCADA PC which is directly connected to two
CompactRIO NI-9074 PLCs that send signals to the actuators
and receive data from the sensors.

Data transfer between MAS and PC with SCADA deployed
is performed using OPC UA protocol as presented in Fig. 7.
Practical implementation of the proposed multiagent system ar-
chitecture for DO concentration control was created using the
JADE framework.

For the proposed MAS architecture, presented subsystems
realize the following tasks:

Fig. 7. Deployment diagram of example implementation
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• External communication subsystem - contains agents that
operate OPC UA client, which is based on an open-source
implementation of OPC UA communication protocol called
Eclipse Milo. For DO concentration control only one pro-
cess value is used – current DO concentration level reading
from the dissolved oxygen probe. Additionally, the subsys-
tem sends to the OPC UA server CV values that are prepared
by the MAS.

• System values subsystem – two system values are distin-
guished – 𝑘𝐿𝑎 (𝑡) that is calculated by agents in the subsystem
using transformed (1b). Another system value is OUR(𝑡). Al-
though 𝑂𝑈𝑅(𝑡) directly describes the oxygen uptake rate of
the controlled process, its measurements are not available
in this case, thus its value is estimated by agents from the
subsystem using methods described in [24].

• Control values subsystem – subsystem contains agents that
realize predictive algorithm to obtain new CV for ON-OFF
pump and agents that calculate CV to reduce remaining error
using variable speed pump.

𝐷𝑂diff =

{��𝑆𝑃max −𝑌max
�� ; 𝐶𝑉 =𝑂𝑁,��𝑆𝑃min −𝑌min
�� 𝐶𝑉 =𝑂𝐹𝐹.

(2)

• Control selection subsystem – selection of the most suit-
able CV is based on three factors. The first factor is the
prediction of the expected result that will be observed, if of-
fered CV is applied. This information is expressed as DOdiff
– a distance between the expected extreme DO value and
set boundary (2). The next factor is the agent’s reputation
which is assigned by the evaluation subsystem. Offers from
agents with higher reputations are preferred over ones from
agents that are considered unreliable. The last factor is in-
formation about the pump used for control in the control
offer, as described in Section 2. Aeration should be mainly
performed by the ON-OFF pump. Therefore, in a situation
where multiple control offers from agents with reliable repu-
tations declare satisfactory DOdiff values, the offer that uses
the ON-OFF pump will be selected.

• Evaluation subsystem – agents located in the evaluation sub-
system can assign three possible reputation grades: reliable,
uncertain, and unreliable. A grade reliable indicates that
other agents should trust declarations provided by the agent
with this grade, on the other hand, declarations from agents
with a grade unreliable should not be trusted. Uncertain is
a transitional grade that indicates that the agent’s reputation
may soon change to another grade, agents with this grade
are treated by others the same as reliable agents. Reputation
grades are assigned based on verification of the expected
control result that the agent declared in the control offer.
If the agent’s declaration matches the observed result, its
reputation is raised by one grade until it reaches a reliable
grade, otherwise, its reputation is dropped by one grade until
it reaches an unreliable grade.

• Diagnostics subsystem – uses knowledge about dependen-
cies between process values and system values to detect
faults in the system. These dependencies are represented
in the ontology (Figs. 5 and 6). Every system value may

have one or more dependencies. The diagnostic process is
started manually or by agents when unexpected behavior
is detected, e.g. an agent requested a new value of some
system value but did not receive any answer. When that hap-
pens, the agent sends a request to the diagnostic subsystem
to start diagnostics on potentially faulty values. The diag-
nostic subsystem begins the diagnostic process by sending
a request to provide the potentially faulty value. From that
point, one of three possible scenarios might occur: a posi-
tive reply when the requested value is received, such reply
indicates that the system works correctly, and thus no fault
is detected. The diagnostic subsystem may also receive a
negative reply which indicates that agents responsible for
providing requested value work correctly but due to outside
factors are unable to provide the requested value. In such a
case, the diagnostic subsystem uses its knowledge base to
get dependencies of the requested value and start diagnostic
processes for these dependencies. The last scenario assumes
that no reply is received which indicates that a fault occurred
in the agents responsible for providing the requested value.
The result of the diagnostic process is presented as a GUI
message to process operators who should react and start
adequate procedures.

6. PRELIMINARY SIMULATION RESULTS

At the beginning, initial measurements to estimate 𝑢𝐴 for the
ON-OFF pump and 𝑢air values range for the variable speed pump
were performed using the approach described in [24]. For the
ON-OFF pump 𝑢𝐴 was estimated at 2.52 (1/h), for the variable
speed pump 𝑢air is represented as a range of values achievable
by the pump and is estimated at [0, 2.34] (1/h), 𝑢air = 0 (1/h)
corresponds to the situation when the pump is turned OFF and
𝑢air = 2.34 (1/h) means that the variable speed pump is switched
to 100% of its capacity. Simulation validation was performed
using the presented multiagent control system and LabVIEW
environment where the aeration process described with (1) was
simulated using previously estimated 𝑢air values. Other param-
eters were set to the following values: DOsat = 10 (mg O2/l),
𝑇𝑘𝐿𝑎 = 88 (s), 𝑇0 = 27 (s), 𝑂𝑈𝑅(𝑡) was set at a constant value
during the simulation equal to 2.4 (mg O2/l h). Process simu-
lation was using LabVIEW OPC UA Toolkit to communicate
with the created MAS.

Firstly, two control methods were analyzed and compared
through simulation. In the first approach, the simulated process
was controlled by a conventional BBPC algorithm. For the next
approach, control was performed by the multiagent system that
used both the ON-OFF pump and the variable speed pump.
For MAS, control of the ON-OFF pump was realized using the
BBPC algorithm, and a variable speed pump was used in the
last aeration cycle to eliminate the remaining error as described
in Section 2.1. The results of the simulation are presented in
Fig. 8.

Obtained results show that for both approaches SPmin value
was reached precisely, but the precision of reaching the SPmax
value varies between them. For BBPC significant overshoots
over the SPmax boundary are visible (around 0.1 (mgO2/l)),
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Fig. 8. Simulation results of DO concentration control using different
control systems

this behavior is expected and matches the results and analysis
presented in [24]. MAS with variable speed pump control can
achieve significantly better precision in reaching SPmax. Differ-
ences between peaks of DO values and SPmax for the second
approach were not larger than 0.006 (mgO2/l). CV values in
Fig. 8 illustrate how MAS control with variable speed pump
functions. A drop of the 𝑢air from 2.52 (1/h) to other non-zero
values indicates the moment when MAS decides to turn on
the variable speed pump tuned to precisely reach the SPmax
boundary. For standalone BBPC 𝑢air value can only be switched
between 0 (1/h) and 2.52 (1/h), because of that, during the last
aeration cycle 𝑢air must stay on 2.52 (1/h) or 0 (1/h) which usu-
ally results in either noticeable overshoot or maximum value not
reaching SPmax.

During the next simulation, MAS reputation and reconfig-
uration mechanisms were verified. The simulation was started
using the MAS system with a variable speed pump, but the pa-
rameters of this pump model were intentionally set incorrectly.
Later, agents with the correct variable speed pump model param-
eters were added to MAS. Results of the simulation presented
in Fig. 9 visualize the influence of evaluation subsystem actions
on process control and MAS ability for online reconfigurations.
For the first two aeration periods, MAS uses an incorrectly mod-
elled variable speed pump. This can be noticed by the visible
difference between the maximum DO declaration and the real
maximum DO value. Because of that, in each of these aeration
periods, the reputation of agents responsible for variable speed
pump control is dropped by one grade down to an unreliable
grade. After two aeration periods, control offers graded as unre-
liable from agents controlling variable speed pump are ignored
and as a result BBPC algorithm based only on the ON-OFF
pump is realized. That results in visible gaps between SPmax
and maximum DO value but expected maxima now match mea-
sured values, proving that agents responsible for this control are
reliable and their offers should be used over unreliable ones. The
moment when new agents were added to MAS is indicated by the

vertical line. Newly added agents were seamlessly included in
the MAS control flow and the next aeration period their control
offer was already in use resulting in immediate improvement in
the precision of reaching SPmax value. This proves that the MAS
can adopt new agents to its structure during runtime. Therefore,
it is possible to provide online improvements and corrections to
MAS and perform its reconfigurations.

Fig. 9. Simulation verification of reputation mechanism and MAS
reconfiguration

Lastly, the MAS ability to diagnose its faults was verified. For
this experiment, the agent responsible for OUR(𝑡) calculations
was modified to impair its communication capabilities and thus
become a fault point of the MAS. When the control system was
started, the agent responsible for diagnostic capabilities was
requested to diagnose the state of CV calculation. The agent
presented every event that might indicate a fault in the system.
Such events occurred during the CV test, control-forward test
(in the MAS implementation control-forward is the name of
the selected control), and lastly in the OUR(𝑡) test where the
nonresponding agent was detected.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental validation was made using a real activated sludge
laboratory setup presented in Figs. 1 and 2 with a preliminary
off-line estimation of the parameters of the model (1) based on
measurement data. Assuming constant saturation concentration
DOsat = 10 (mg O2/l), parameter values were estimated as fol-
lows: 𝑇𝑘𝐿𝑎 = 50 (s), 𝑇0 = 14 (s), and 𝑢𝐴 = 2.52 (1/h). The first
experiment was focused on the comparison of the presented
multiagent control system with the BBPC algorithm. During
experimental measurements, the OUR(𝑡) value was estimated
at OUR(𝑡) = 2.7 (mg O2/l h).

As can be seen in Fig. 10, overshoots generated by the BBPC
algorithm are visibly smaller than ones obtained through simu-
lation. Even though, in comparison to simulation results, over-
shoots during BBPC control for these conditions are signifi-
cantly smaller, the proposed agent-based solution is still able to
outperform the former controller and reach the SPmax boundary
precisely during every aeration cycle by properly adjusting the
CV value for the last aeration cycle in the sequence. CV graph in
Fig. 10 shows that for some aeration cycles, there was no need to
use the variable speed pump to achieve high control precision.
MAS recognized these cases and used only the ON-OFF pump.

As it is not possible to prepare an organic substrate batch
that would ensure identical OUR(𝑡) for each experiment, slight
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differences in OUR(𝑡) values can be noticed through descending
DO slopes not being parallel to each other in Fig. 10. However,
the influence of those differences on final results are negligible.

Fig. 10. DO concentration control for OUR = 2.7 (mg O2/lh) (above),
corresponding CV values (below)

The goal of the second experiment was to verify the imple-
mented MAS response to the addition and removal of new con-
trollers. The experiment was divided into three phases. Firstly,
agents responsible for variable speed pump control were absent,
forcing the control system to use only an agent-based version of
the BBPC algorithm. After some time, agents that can control
the variable speed pump were added to the system. Then after
1.5 (h), those agents were removed, forcing the system to once
again rely only on the BBPC algorithm.

Results in Fig. 11 show that the control system can switch to
more precise control the moment it becomes available. When
the capabilities of the control system are limited by removing
specific agents, the MAS is also able to immediately switch to
less precise control without any disruptions.

Fig. 11. DO concentration control during addition and removal of sup-
plementary controller agent

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presented the concept of a novel multiagent, multi-
controller system for model-based predictive control of contin-
uous processes.

The proposed MAS design was verified in a practical im-
plementation of a boundary-based control of DO concentration
in a biological reactor aerated by ON-OFF and variable speed
aeration pumps. For that implementation, a novel, agent-based
control algorithm was proposed and tested in both simulation
environments as well as in real activated sludge laboratory se-
tups. A practical comparison of the novel control system with
the BBPC algorithm proved the superiority of MAS, which was
able to reach set boundaries, especially the SPmax boundary with
significantly better precision. Further experiments additionally
verified that parts of the presented MAS can be added or removed
from the system at runtime with a seamless switch in control.
MAS is also able to reconfigure its structure and switch between
available control algorithms based on a reputation mechanism
that compares agents’ declarations with real measurements and
assigns reputation grades based on that knowledge. Addition-
ally, a fault detection algorithm that uses knowledge about the
system to detect faulty agents is proposed and verified. These
attributes improve MAS maintainability, and using such MAS-
based control systems might reduce downtime and costs spent
for maintenance in industrial use cases.

Ontology structure for multiagent systems and suggested de-
sign of MAS for model-based predictive control of continuous
processes are generic and can be applied to the control of var-
ious continuous processes using many types of control laws.
The architecture of the proposed MAS was designed to address
issues that impede further introduction of MAS in industrial
solutions, which were pointed out in other research work. Most
importantly, it should simplify the implementation of MAS by
preparing agents dedicated to performing simple tasks which
should be easier to develop.

Further work on this topic might focus on further develop-
ment of the proposed MAS architecture, analysis of agent-based
diagnostic and evaluation mechanisms, analysis regarding usage
of this architecture in other industrial areas as well as further
development of a family of balance-based predictive controllers
and their introduction in other types of processes.
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